Knowledge exchange at the UFI Associations Committee meeting

34 representatives from 21 UFI Member associations* and UFI had their annual global meeting in St. Petersburg (Russia) at the 85th UFI Global Congress.

As well as giving an update on all activities open to industry professionals (Awards, Forum, Next Generation Leaders Grant, and Education), UFI also held several discussions around current issues:

- Safety and security, with a presentation by IELA about their new security guidelines
- EU directive on posted workers, presented by EEIA
- Sustainable Development initiatives, presented by UFI

Preparations for the fourth Global Exhibitions Day campaign (GED will fall on 5 June this year) were also discussed, and the meeting concluded with a presentation by AEO (UK) about their current activities.

For more information on the UFI Associations’ Committee activities, please contact its Secretary, Christian Druart, chris@ufi.org.

* AEO, AKEI, AUMA, CEFA, CENTREX, EEAA, EEIA, FKM, IAEE, IDFA, IEIA, IELA, IFES, MFTA, PCEI, RUEF, SACEOS, SECIB, SISO, TCEB and TEA